Supervisory Control

Plate 1 Elapsed Time: 0000
Plate 2 Elapsed Time: 0000
Acceptable System Time: 2350s
Assay Death Time: 2880s

Biomek Detected Missing Tip
Expected Time to Manually Replace Tips: 120 seconds

Correct Error  Discard Plate
ORCA Detected Misalignment at Fluostar
Expected Time to Manually Correct
Plate Location: 120 seconds

Correct Error  Discard Plate
Plate 1 Elapsed Time: 0000
Plate 2 Elapsed Time: 0000
Acceptable System Time: 2350s
Assay Death Time: 2880s

Elapsed Waiting Time of Next Plate: 000s
Target Station Times for Next Plate: 1167s
Time to Death for Next Plate: 1813s
Elapsed Waiting Time of Next Plate: 000s
Target Station Times for Next Plate: 1167s
Time to Death for Next Plate: 1813s

Plate 1 Elapsed Time: 0000
Plate 2 Elapsed Time: 0000
Acceptable System Time: 2350s
Assay Death Time: 2880s

Scrap
Continue